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INTRODUCTION
After many marked signs of recent climatic changes
Lad been found, several weather Services were faced
with the problem of foreshadowing climatic trends in
the future, the most difficult question with which a
meteorologist can be confronted.
Since we know very little about the real pliysical
causes of climatic fluctuations, hardly more could be
done than a simple extrapolation of recent trends.
There is only little comfort in the thought that meteorologists involved would hardly survive the success or
failure of their forecasts.
Regarding the climatic fluctuations it is necessary to
distinguish between different time scales (Manley, 1953).
Since only two and a half centuries of instrumental
observations are available, and since most urgent
questions of this kind deal with the iiext 50 or 100 years,
we may restrict the present discussion mainly to the
minor climatic fluctuations in the order of a few decades
or, at a maximum, centuries (Table 1).
This restriction eiiables us to neglect most astronomical, astrophysical and geophysical hypotheses of
jlimatic changes, which can affect climate mainly in a
scale of some 103 to 108 years.
For our purpose only the variations of solar activity
must be considered.
Many investigators have expressed the opinion that
the cause of the observed climatic fluctiiations in a given
region can be found in variations of the large-scale
patterns of the atmospheric (or oceanic) circulation.
However, this idea renounces any physical explanation
of those circulation anomalies and therefore must be
considered äs purely descriptive and unsatisfactory.
Anomalies of the atmospheric circulation with a persistency of some months or 1-2 years are frequently
observed, and their occurrence and behaviour form the
basic problem of long-range forecasting. They may
serve us äs models for a better understanding of longperiod climatic fluctuations. In fact, any shift of the

T A B L E 1. Geophysical and astrophysical Hypothese»
climatic changes
I.

Astronomy
(a) Variations of the earth's orbit
(1) Eccentricity
(2) Longitude of perihelion
(3) Obliquity of the ecliptic
(6) Rotation of the earth : Variation of the length of
day

II.

Astrophysics
(a) Changes of the solar constant
(fc) Changes of the sun's activity: ultra-violet radiation,
Roentgen and corpuscular rays
(c) Density of interstellar matter

III. Geophysics
(a) Shift of the earth's crust relative to the rotation
axis or polar shift
(b) Continental drift
(c) Vertical movements and changes of orography
normal circulation patterns can be followed, in a given
region, by an advective warming or by decreasing
frequency of cyclonic rains, but this is necessarily
correlated with advective cooling or an increase of rain
frequency at other regions. Excluding some possible
local exceptions and all energy conversions, we are
entitled to the general Statement tKat long-period anomalies of the large-scale atmospheric circulation can only
produce a redistribution of heat, precipitation, kinetic
energy, etc., provided that the global energy budget
remains constant.

FLUCTUATIONS OF THE
ATMOSPHERIC C I R C U L A T I O N
The occurrence of long-period fluctuations of the
quasistationary cells of the global atmospheric circu-
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lations has been carefully studied (Scherhag, 1939;
A. Wagner, 1940; Willett, 1949). Different circulation
types have been described, and their frequency variations are responsible for the observed long-period fluctuations of the atmospheric circulation. As an example
for climatic fluctuations affecting the whole troposphere,
the frequency of blocking anticyclones in the European
area varies substantially in a 22-23 year cycle. Even
the position of the "quasistationary" European upper
trough of the meandering westerlies varies with time,
äs indicated by the resultant wind of two mountain
observatories of the Eastem Alps, near the 700 mb.level (Flohn, 1961).
The large retreat of the Arctic sea-ice during the
first 40-50 years of this Century—which recently has
been stopped—suggests the possibility of an atmospheric circulation with one ice-free pole. In this case
—which has been realized in iriterglacial epochs, perhaps also in the post-glacial warm period—the present
asymmetry between northern and southern hemisphere
ought to be even stronger. With reasonable assumptions
it can be computed (Flohn, 1959), that with an ice-free
Aictic the baroclinic summer circulation of the northern
hemisphere would be nearly the same äs now, but
during winter the intensity of the zonal westerlies should
be 20-30 per cent smaller, nearly equivalent to May or
September today. Such a decrease in baroclinicity is
correlated with a sharp drop of cases with dynamic
instability, and consequently with rapid and intense
cyclogenesis.
Expansion and contraction of the circumpolar
tropospheric vortex, the partial breakdown of the
westerlies produced by blocking action and the orographically (and thermally) produced meanders are to be
considered äs peculiarities of the atmospheric circulation
fluctuating with time. They are (reciprocally) correlated
with the observed climatic variations and constitute an
integral part of them. The physical cause of these anomalies can only be completely understood on the basis
of the energy budgets of the atmosphere and—since
71 per cent of the surface is water-covered—of the
oceans.
Here it ought to be mentioned that one of the few
sound physical explanations of persistent circulation
anomalies, which has been suggested, is given by a
feed-back mechanism between ocean and atmosphere
(Naniias, 1959 ; Bjerknes, 1961). An amazing example
of this kind has been recently found: rainfall at the
Angola Coast of West Africa (Luanda) during JanuaryMarch is correlated with the rainfall in North-east
Brazil (e.g., Fernando de Noronha) during April-August
äs high äs +0.77 (35 years). The stränge lag of this
correlation can be interpreted äs the result of an
advective transport of water temperature anomalies
with the great equatorial current, which lasts 3-4 months.
This efi'ect—together with a strong correlation between
rainfall in North-east Brazil and the position of the
Intertropical Convergence Zone—-may explain largely
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the occurrence of droughts in North-east Brazil, where
a marked and dreaded decrease of precipitation has been
observed in recent decades.

CLIMATIC V A R I A T I O N S
AND BALANCE EQUATIONS
In many investigations of the global budgets of
radiation, heat, water or energy it is tacitly assumed
that the over-all budget, at least for years or decades,
can be considered äs completely balanced. However,
recent quantitative studies of the ice budget (Antarctica,
Greenland, etc.) have revealed that storage processes,
positive or negative, are not negligible. This is true also
for other budgets. From such considerations the late
C. J. Rossby has suggested the study of the geophysical
balance equations including the heat arid water storage
capacity of atmosphere, ccmtinents and oceans. With
this Suggestion we obtain a rational physical basis for
a systematic discussion of theories of climatic chang«
and we are obliged—disregarding here the neart
complete lack of relevant basic data—to attack the
problem from its very roots. In order to avoid some
difliculties, we neglect the role of advection, which is
only allowed in a global balance, but certainly not at
a local level. The complete formulation of the balance
equation for radiation, heat and water vapour can be
written in the following abbreviated way:

TABLE 2. Balance equations of the earth's surface
L Radiation balance :

Q = (S + H)(l — a) — (E — G)

2. Heat balance :

Q = UB + UN + U, + Uv ± AU
2(a) : AU = AU B + AU L + AUV
3. Water bi<lance :
NE = VR ± AW
3(a) : AW„. = AWM + AW K (+AW,)
3(fc) : NK - VK = AK ± AWK
3(c) : VM - NM = AK ± AW„
Notes
Q =
S =
H =
a =
E =
G =

radiation balance at the eartli's surface
solar radiation
l (S + M) (l — a) — effectivc global radiation
diffuse sky radiation y
albedo of the earth's surface
terrestrial long-wave radiation
l E — G = effective
atmosphe.ric long-wave eounter-radiation J terrestrial radiation

U = thermal energy transfer
A = storage

N = precipitation
V = evapotranspiration
W = water, water-vapour or ice
A — run-oil'

Indices
B — soil (or sea)
L
V
N
E
M

=
=
=
=
=

air (sensible heat)
evaporatiori (latent heat)
warnüng of fallen precipitation -\- melting of snow and ice
earth
oceans

K = continents.

J

Climatic change and the global energy budget

SOLAR RADIATION THEORIES
OF CLIMATIG CHANGE

l

Here some qiiasiperiodical circulation anomaües have
been demonstrated with the sun-spot period of about
11 years (Wffiett, 1949, 1951; Vexier, 1953) and also
•—but less convincing—with periods of 5.5 and
22-23 years; the evidence presented for a cycle of
80-90 years (Scherhag, 1939; Willett, 1951) is hardly
sufficient. In spite of all recent efforts we lack a selfconsistent physical model correlating the observed
responses of the upper atmosphere to solar activity with
the simultaneously observed patterns of the troposphere
and lower stratosphere. It seems highly unlikely that
the tropospheric response to a given solar eruption is
always similar, independent of all regional and time
fluctuations in the state of the atmosphere. Even if
we consider the evidence for solar-tropospheric relationsships äs statistically verified, we are by no means
permitted to explain the bulk of climatic variations
exclusively with this hypothesis. On this basis, Scherhag
had in 1939 successfully forecast a reversal of the warming trend, and Willett has issued (1951) an audacious
forecast for the climatic trend of the next decades.
Having in mrnd all the inconsistencies of this hypothesis
together with all other physical effeets (Table 2), the
author feels that forecasts of this type are not sufficiently substantiated.

Disregarding the geometrical properties of direct solar
radiation, the amount of solar energy available at the
earth's surface depends on the solar constant S0 and tne
atmospheric transmission, here including the amount
of cloudiness. The reality of the observed increase
indicated by the Smithsonian measurements of the solar
constant (about 0.01 per cent per year between 1925
and 1944) has been doubted by most speciaHsts, since
changes in the evaluation and correction of the original
data seem to infringe the homogeneity of the observations. This apparent trend has been interpreted äs
a result of gradually decreasing turbidity, most probably
caused by the recent lack of large-scale volcanic eruptions (Wexler, 1953). If S is lowered by increasing
turbidity, the diffuse sky radiation H •will increase
slightly. Since a certain part of S will be diffusely
radiated back into space, the decrease of the global
radiation S + H will be about 50 per cent less than
that of S.
The strong influence of large-scale volcanic activity
on the radiation balance has been demonstrated after
the enormous ash emissions of Krakatao (1882) and
Katmai (1912). These effeets produced a global decrease
of S by 10-20 per cent lasting 1-2 years ; the even bigger
eruptions of 1783 (Japan, Iceland) and 1815 (Tambora) CARBON DIOXIDE
obviously led to similar global effeets. Extremely cool AND AIR POLLUTION
and wet summers followed in 1816 in Europe and North
America, and 1784-86 in Eastern Asia. These effeets are According to recent systematic investigations, the
Letter understood now, since we know that radioactive C02 content of the atmosphere has increased from about
particles with a diameter near l micron may remain 290 ppm (= 10~6 volume units) at the end of last
suspended 5-10 years in the higher levels of the stra- Century to about 330 ppm in the last decade. From
tosphere, which is the height reached by the ash cloud G-14 investigations from h'ving wood H. E. Suess has
of Krakatao (32 km.). Such particles scatter the incoming concluded that the dilution of atmospheric carbon
solar radiation substantially with the effect of a (smaller) dioxide by C-14-free C0a produced by the burniag of
fossil fuels amounts only to 2-4 per cent, much smaller
decrease of S + H.
If by any other cause the average cloudiness should than the above-mentioned 12 per cent (Revelle and Suess,
be changed, the albedo of the System earth + atmos- 1957). It can only partially explain the recent increase.
phere (planetary albedo)—which is in all areas uncovered In addition to all combustion processes and to the
by snow higher than the surface albedo, due to the high exchange of C02 with the oceans, we have to consider
albedo of clouds (40-80 per cent)-—can likewise sub- also the C02 production of the soll bacteria from the
stantially vary with time. This is esp ecially true in regions bare soil in cultivated areas, together with the rotting
which are affected by persistent circulation anomah'es. of plants, animals etc., äs a conseqnence of the inoreasing
There are no convincing reasons for a global change of population. The annual production of fossil C02 by
cloudiness in recent centuries, but certarnly this effeet industrial combustion. lias been estimated at 6.1015 g.,
cannot be excluded in a geological time scale. The effect and the additional production of living C02 by agriof artificial changes in the surface albedo is small and cultural operations and bush fires at about 10.1015 g.
restricted to small continental areas; it seems to be together (Flohn, 1961).
In a recent theory of climatic change (Plass, 1956)
unimportant. However, quantitative estimates are
•—following earh'er suggestions by S. Arrhenius and
needed.
The contribution of the large observed time variations G-, Callendar—it has been demonstrated 'that the
in some parts of the solar spectrum—in the Roentgen increase of C02 causes an increase of the atmospheric
spectrum, for ultra-violet and corpuscular rays—is counter-radiation G- and from this a temperature
extremely small, only of the order 10~". Nevertheless increase nearly eqiial to the observed rate of 0.01° C.
the "solar activity" produces large effeets in the upper per year. The neglect of other long-wave absorbing
atmosphere, but cannot penetrate into the troposphere. constituents of the atmosphere has raised some objec341
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tions against tHs cnallenging and pbysically well establisbed theory. Parallel to tbe increase of C02 we sbould
expect an increase in tne particle content of tne lower
atmosphere, not only in tbe relatively sraall industrial
areas of middle latitudes tut mucb raore by tne busb
fires in large areas of tbe semi-arid and semi-bumid
continents. Tne effect on outgoing terrestrial radiation
and temperature can be considered äs similar, at least
above tropical continents.
However tbere are serious objections against any
over-empbasis of tbe C02 tbeory. First: it deals only
witb one single tenn of tbe global beat balance. Tbe
observed constancy of temperature soutb of 50° S.
cannot be explained on tbis basis, since tbe C02 content
of Antarctic air is not significantly lower than in otber
zones, äs bas been suggested. Tbe occurrence of apparently world-wide temperature variations before tbe
Start of tbe industrial area and tbe rapid increase of
population—e.g., cooling from tbe sixteentb Century to
tbe Little Ice Age (1680-1740) and warming during tbe
period 1770-1810 (Flobn, 1957)—is followed recently
by a small but general tendency to cooling in tbe last
decade, accompanied by tbe most rapid increase in
industrial combustion. Sucb examples seem to demonstrate tbat tbe C02 effect—-even äs supported by a
similar effect of artincial air pollution-—cannot be
considered äs tbe single (nor even äs tbe main) cause
of cnmatic variations, but certainly äs an essential
contributing factor.
It must be stressed tbat tbe observed global rise of
air and ocean temperatures in tbe order of 0.01° C./year
involves a beat storage AUj, in tbe air äs well äs AUB
in tbe oceans; some records from individual stations
indicate a similar beat storage in tbe soil. Tbe geopbysical consequences of AUB in tbe oceans migbt be
far-reacbing, äs indicatedby G. J. Rossby sbortly before
bis untimely deatb.

MAN-MADE EFFECTS
ON THE VATER BALANCE
Tbe boundary between semi-bumid and semi-arid
cEmates depends on tbe relationsbip between continental precipitation NK and aetual evapotranspiration
VK. Tbe latter terra is included also in tbe beat balance:
U v =rV (l = latent beat of water-vapour). Since VM
yields about 90 per cent of VE, global variations of YE
or NB sbould be controlled to a large extent by tbe
oceanic water budget, so tbat botb quantities are nearly
invariant. Tbe present global rise of sea-level in tbe
order of 0.12 cm./year can be explained by tbe continuous melting of mountain glaciers including tbe
Greenland ice-cap—wbile tbe probable recent increase
of tbe Antarctic ice-cap would produce a nearly equal
lowering of tbe sea-level—togetber witb tbe decrease
of tbe density of surface waters by recent warming.
However, over .tbe continents VK can be strongly
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influenced by man's activity, at least at a local level:
destruction of tbe natural Vegetation, conversion of
forests, savannabs and steppes into agricultural areas,
desiccation of swamps, artificial lakes, etc., may lower
or raise tbe araount of evapotranspiration. Sucb bypotbeses bave been frequently discussed during tbe last
Century. But also recently Scbwerdtfeger (1955)
suggested tbat tbe observed increase of precipitation in
tbe Argentine panrpas is due to tbe increase of evapotranspiration during its conversion to crop land. However, over tbe westem prairie states of tbe United States
of America no similar effect could be found (Flobn, 1957),
since tbe fhictuation of precipitations runs more or
less parallel witb tbe adjacent territories, and tbe severe
drought of 1932-35 was followed by a substantial
decrease of cultivated areas. In fact, in Continental areas
of temperate or bigber latitudes tbe water cycle is
governed to a large extent by tbe advection of moist
air from tbe sea, due to tbe vertical increase of wind,
wbicb counterbalances tbe decrease of water-vapour
witb beigbt.
Above tropical continents water-vapour transport
decreases more rapidly witb beigbt, due to tbe small
vertical wind sbear, and its vertically integrated velocity is smaller tban at bigber latitudes. According to
recent investigations, tbe average water vapour transport during sumnaer above 6 stations of tbe African
tropics amounts only to 560 g./cm. sec., wbile above
8 stations of tbe Indo-Pacific tropics we obtain
2,013 g./cm. sec. Even tbe latitudinal average at 45° N.
amounts to 930 g./cm. sec., in spite of tbe mucb lower
H20-content of tbe atmospbere. Tberefore tbe local
or regional influence of man's activity in tbe atmospberic budgets is mucb greater above tropical continents.
Inbumid or semi-bumid countries, conversion of natural
Vegetation into cultivated areas is mostly accompanied
by a decrease of YK and Uv, and tbis leads to an increase
of UL-—i.e., to rising temperatures—but to a decrease
of NK if no additional sources of water vapour are
available. It sbould be stressed tbat above tropical
Africa tbe average residence time of a water vapour
molecule in tbe atmospbere is only 8-9 days, compared
witb tbe global average of 11 days (Flobn, 1961).
These results demonstrate tbat the climate of tropical continents is mucb more sensitive to local or regional
alterations of evapotranspiration or otber interferences
in tbe natural water budget. Here in cases of decreasing
precipitation tbe role of man's activity cannot be
excluded a priori. Tberefore substantiated investigations
on tbe beat and water budget, äs done in East Africa
(Pereira, 1959), are strongly needed.
From tbis point of view of pbysical (and synoptic)
climatology, some words ougbt to be said in favour of
tbe fascinating idea (Bergeron, 1960) of tbe possibility
of an artificially increased evapotranspiration in tbe
Sudan belt of Africa. According to our present knowledge of weatber situations, wind distribution and
water-vapour transport, summ er rains in tbe area
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between tlie Eguator and a line about 200-300 V™.
south of tlie Intertropical Convergence Zone (äs defined
by the equatorial pressure trough near 18° N.) are
naainly due to convective activity in an unstable air.
The shallow south-west monsoon is overrun, above
about 2 km., by an easterly flow, so that the vertically
integrated flux of H20 is relatively small and partly
even directed from the east. According to the available
data, the main source of water-vapour is not the
Atlantic Ocean, btrt the tropical rain-forest of the Congo
Basin. In fact, the actual evapotranspiration of a tropical rain-forest or an irrigated agricultural area is very
nearly the same äs that of a lake or the ocean at the
same latitude (120-150 cm./year, with exception of
the Indian Ocean).
Under those conditions, any large-scale increase of
evaporation in the Sudan area ought to be followed by a
similar increase of rainfall spreading towards the northeast. Here spacious projects of Irrigation, supplied by
rivers Hke the Congo, Niger or White Nile could affect
the regional water-budget in a positive sense.

CONCLUSIONS
If we consider carefully—at least qualitatively—the
complete equations of the radiation, heat and water
budgets of the atmosphere near the surface, including

the storage capacities of atmosphere, oceans and continents, it seems very urdikely that any theory of climatic
change, whieh is based only on one factor, can give a
complete and satisfactory explanation. Obviously climatic variations are a highly complex phenomenon,
where several physical factors are iateracting. Recent
advances in laboratory experiments äs well äs numerical
computations of models of the general atmospheric
circulation may enable us, in a foreseeable future, to
attack seriously the problem of chmatic variations from
its very roots. Obviously this is the only way to create
a scientific basis for a physically sound prognosis which
now is virtually impossible.
If we consider the possible changes of some terms of
our balance equations due to the increasing activity of
man and the rapid increase of population, we come to
the result that at least in tropical areas the occurrence
of man-made effects on climatic changes cannot be
excluded a priori. In humid areas of the continents,
conversion of natural Vegetation into farra land tends to
lower evapotranspiration, in arid or semi-arid areas
irrigated agriculture tends to raise it. In semi-humid
or semi-arid areas both effects are possible, and consequently other terms of the heat balance do not remain
unafFected.'Thus we ought to visualize quite seriously
the danger that such effects are acting involuntarily
against the benefit of mankind, but in an irreversible

RESUME

TMories des changements de climat du point de vue du
bilan energetique global (H. Flohn)
L'autexvr du document examine les eq[uations des bilans
radiatif, thermiqTie et hydriqiie globaux, ainsi qpie les
capacite d'emmagasiaage de l'atmosphere, des oceans
et du sol. Ces ecjuations servent de base de comparaison
entre les theories geophysiqu.es existantes et (partiellement) les theories astrophysiqTies des changements de
climat et elles permettent en outre de proceder a une

estimation approximative de certaines des qiiantites
consider ees.
Compte tenu de la grande variete des fluctuations
cHmatiques dans le temps et dans l'espace, il est fort
peu probable gue l'on puisse trouver une explication
qui se fonde sur un seul facteur. En ce qui concerne
l'equilibre de l'eau, du gaz carbonique et de la pollution
de l'air, il ne faut pas sous-estimer le role du facteur
humain dans les changements climatiques, tout au moins
a l'interieur des continents tropicaux.

DISCUSSION

J. MUBÄA.Y MITCHBLL. I wisli to make jnst a small comment
on tHs very interesting paper, concerning the apparent 3iscrepancy bet\veen sectüar increases of fossil C02 determined
£rom. direct measxuenient (prflO per cent) and from C-14 measurements (2-4 per cent). Bolin and Erikson, in a contribution

to tne Rossby Memorial volume, have given evidence to show
that this discrepanoy is only an apparent one, and that when
tne processes of C03 exchange between ocean and atmosphere
are more folly taken into acconnt, the C-14 data are entirely
consistent with the observed secnlar increase of the order of
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10 per cent. Therefore, while agricultural practices and bush
fires jnay indeed have contributed to the observed C02 increase,
it is apparently unnecessary to insist on the importance of
such factors to account for this increase.
J. R. PHILIP. Dr. Flohn has mentioned the question of manmade climatic change. I would like to speak briefly on the
current Status of work on artificially induced local climatic
change. For brevity I shall refer only to an arch-typical problem—namely that of the changes in climate induced by
irrigating a previously arid area.
The problem can be formulated äs one in the turbulent
diffusion of heat and water vapour in the lower atmosphere.
We need to go somewhat beyond the well-known work of
Sutton,1 and to solve simultaneously the equations for the
heat and the water vapour fields, preserving the energy
balance at the earth's surface.
Timofeev2 in the Soviel Union appears to have done the
first work on the mathematics of this problem. De Vries,0
my former colleague, now back in the Netherlands, took the
theory somewhat further, and I was able to develop a simpler
method of analysis, which has been published in part.4

During the last few years our group in Australia has temporarily included Mr. Rider of the United Kingdom Meteorological Office. He has developed an experimental set-up which
enables us to study the dry-to-wet problem of local advection
micrometeorologically.6 We now have a large body of data,
and there is encouraging agreement with the mathematicalphysical theory. What discrepancies there are seem attributable
to the change of aerodynamic roughness between the "dry"
and "wet" surfaces, and we are giving this matter further
consideration.
I believe that we cau conclude that this small part (which,
though small, is certainly of great economic and social importance, especially for the arid zone) of the overall problem of
climatic change is capable of successful and useful mathematical-physical study.
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